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Short Response Reading Questions

LESSON 8
Read this excerpt from a fictional autobiography of Admiral Arthur Phillip, naval captain
and governor of the first colony in Australia. Then answer questions about the excerpt.
Write the answer from Numbers 1 to 12.

The New Colony
On 12 November 1786, I was engaged in survey work for the
Admiralty when I was suddenly appointed the first governor of the
proposed new colony of New South Wales. By then I was used to
commanding men, with my various commands, and I had even
transported convicts from Lisbon to the Brazils. In me, the British Navy
seemed to see someone who was reliable and who had the kind of
experience they needed. For me, a posting to this new and mysterious
continent would be both a chance for a greater command and the kind of
adventure that many men would only dream of. I could only imagine what
I might find on the other side of the world, exploring and colonising a dark
continent in the name of His Majesty. I agreed at once.
To the British government, this new settlement of New South Wales
was designed to rid England of some of its many convicts. With the new
independence of the American colonies England had found itself with a
serious problem in this area. Presiding over nothing more than a far-flung
penal settlement might have seemed a horrible thought to some people.
But I imagined not so much a distant prison as a new outpost of the
empire in the south. I was very anxious that free settlers, as well as
convicts, should be included on what we were calling the First Fleet. I
drew up plans for the inclusion of these free settlers, as well as making
sure that British law would extend to this new colony for their protection.
I then made sure that the designs for the new colony allowed the free
settlers to keep completely away from the convicts. The last thing we
wanted was any contamination of those hard-working British subjects by
the convict dregs of humanity.
The First Fleet landed at Botany Bay on 18 January 1788. This
was the site that had been suggested for the new colony. However it
soon became obvious that the place was completely unsuitable. There
was very bad soil, no secure place to put down an anchor and it lacked
a good source of water. Three days later I discovered a much better area
at Port Jackson. On 26 January landing operations began there. The
journey to the new continent had been harsh, but we had made it. What
remained to be seen was whether the newfound colony could be as
successful as the voyage.
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 FIND IT 
1.

In the autobiography, what did Phillip do next after he drew up plans to
include free settlers on the First Fleet?

2.

When was Phillip appointed as the governor of New South Wales?

3.

According to Phillip, why did the British Navy appoint him to the post?

LESSON 8
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 CONNECT IT 
4.

What happened first, the American colonies becoming independent or
England developing a problem with having too many convicts?

5.

The web shows things that
attracted Phillip to the job of
governor. Write another attraction,
which belongs in the empty box.

Chance for
greater
command

New adventures

Attractions
to Phillip

6.

According to Phillip, how is his view of the work involved as governor
different from that of most other people?

LESSON 8
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LESSON 10
Read this newspaper editorial. Then answer questions about the editorial. Write the
answer for Numbers 1 to 12.

Teach Australian
History to Everyone
A few years ago Australians were shocked to discover that many
children couldn’t name our first Prime Minister. This is disgraceful. An
entire generation is growing up unaware of many of the things that
make Australia great.
The government started a series of TV ads that told us that Edmund
Barton was the first Prime Minister. This isn’t enough. It won’t stick in
people’s minds further down the road. Many former education ministers
have said that Australia needs better education in Australian history.
I agree with this. But I think we should go further. I think Australian
history should be compulsory for every Australian aged three to 21.
How might we fit in these extra classes? I propose that we make the
school day two hours longer every day, and four hours longer during
the hotter months. Students will learn better because they are not
distracted by things like home time or sunshine.
Each day should begin with the singing of the national anthem. This
should be done with the whole school assembled under a giant flag.
Teachers would walk up and down watching for students who may miss
a word or choose not to sing. These students should then be forced to
sing the anthem in full by themselves in front of the whole school.
Then there would be mandatory hour-long classes of Australian history.
They would cover everything that has happened since the first Aboriginal
Australians arrived forty thousand years ago. Students should be able to
name every Australian Prime Minister in order and talk about them. There
will be no desks in these classrooms. Students will have to stand. This will
focus their minds and make them less likely to forget things.
Students I have talked to have been enthusiastic about the plan.
“What did you say?” asked Matthew Grant, a year seven cricket captain.
He was clearly excited and eager to learn more.
All Australian schools should adopt compulsory Australian history
classes as soon as possible. It is my hope that they will lead to a
generation of students who are both better informed about their own
country and likely to eat more nutritious food. This is the first step. The
next will be to have schools in other countries like the United States
adopt Australian history as well.
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